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Abstract 21 

Assessing and managing pain while evaluating risks associated with substance use and 22 

substance use disorders continues to be a challenge faced by healthcare clinicians. The American Society 23 

for Pain Management Nursing (ASPMN) and the International Nurses Society on Addictions (IntNSA) 24 

uphold the principle that all persons with co-occurring pain and substance use or substance use 25 

disorders have the right to be treated with dignity and respect, and receive evidence-based, high quality 26 

assessment and management for both conditions.  ASPMN and IntNSA have updated their 2012 position 27 

statement on this topic supporting an integrated, holistic, multidimensional approach, which includes 28 

non-opioid and nonpharmacological modalities.  Opioid use disorder is used as an exemplar for 29 

substance use disorders and clinical recommendations are included with expanded attention to risk 30 

assessment and mitigation with interventions targeted to minimize the risk for relapse or escalation of 31 

substance use. Opioids should not be excluded for anyone when indicated for pain management. A 32 



team-based approach is critical, promotes the active involvement of the person with pain and their 33 

support systems, and includes pain and addiction specialists whenever possible. Healthcare systems 34 

should establish policies and procedures that facilitate and support the principles and recommendations 35 

put forth in this paper. 36 

37 



The ethical and clinical concerns surrounding pain management are compounded when persons 38 

are at risk for, or have a co-occurring substance use disorder (SUD). In keeping with the 2012 position 39 

statement (Oliver et al., 2012a; Oliver et al., 2012b), we reaffirm that all patients have the right to 40 

appropriate pain management, and that those with, or at risk for, a co-occurring SUD or who use 41 

substances that may lead to tolerance, dependence, or addiction should receive concurrent evaluation 42 

and treatment for their substance use or SUD. The purpose of this article is to guide nurses and other 43 

healthcare clinicians in providing safe and effective pain management regardless of SUD risk or history, 44 

and to present recommendations for providing quality care appropriate to one’s professional scope of 45 

practice.  46 

This article is the joint effort of two professional organizations, the American Society for Pain 47 

Management Nursing (ASPMN) and the International Nurses Society on Addictions (IntNSA), and is an 48 

update to the 2012 joint position statement for these organizations (Oliver et al., 2012a; Oliver et al., 49 

2012b). The mission of ASPMN is “to advance and promote optimal nursing care for people affected by 50 

pain by promoting best nursing practices.” The mission of IntNSA is “to advance excellence in nursing 51 

care for the prevention and treatment of addictions for diverse populations across all practice settings 52 

through advocacy, collaboration, education, research and policy development.” The work of these two 53 

organizations intersects in this document to balance effective pain management within safety standards 54 

and minimize risk for, or consequences of SUD. The authors acknowledge two ongoing and co-occurring 55 

public health concerns around the opioid crisis and problems regarding safe and effective pain 56 

management (Gross & Gordon, 2019; Madras, 2018). 57 

Background 58 

Pain is a common reason for seeking health care. Persistent pain is estimated to affect 50 million 59 

(20.4%) Americans (Zelaya et al., 2020), and pain-related healthcare costs are approximately $560 to 60 

$635 billion per year (Gaskin & Richard, 2012). Notably, these figures do not consider or include the 61 



 

significant personal or societal costs associated with pain. Alterations in physical function, social roles, 62 

and emotional health and financial stresses related to persistent pain are critical aspects of personal, 63 

healthcare, and societal burdens fueling the pain crisis. Additionally, economic status, living conditions, 64 

gender, race and ethnicity, limited availability of health insurance, and mental health comorbidities have 65 

been identified as social determinants of health impacting access to both pain and SUD treatments 66 

(Gross & Gordon, 2019; Interagency Pain Research Coordinating Committee, 2016; Karran et al., 2020). 67 

The number of Americans with opioid use disorder (OUD) has risen sharply over the last two 68 

decades resulting in unprecedented numbers of fatal and non-fatal opioid-involved overdoses. 69 

According to the National Survey on Drug Use and Health, an estimated 1.6 million Americans 12 years 70 

and older had OUD in 2019 (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration [SAMHSA], 71 

2020a). During the same period 49,860 people experienced an opioid -involved (prescription or illicit) 72 

fatal overdose (National Institute on Drug Abuse [NIDA], 2020a; Scholl et al., 2019). Opioid-involved 73 

intentional overdoses have increased and prescription opioid misuse is associated with suicidal ideation, 74 

planning, and attempts (Ashrafioun et al., 2017). Up to 60% of U.S. adults with OUD have co-existing 75 

persistent pain (Speed et al., 2018) and 8-12% of those with persistent pain develop OUD (Vowles et al., 76 

2015). 77 

Prevalence of Co-occurring Pain and Opioid Use Disorder 78 

The COVID-19 pandemic has compounded negative consequences associated with pain and 79 

SUDs. Social isolation, fear, risk of disease transmission, and severe stress have contributed to higher 80 

incidences of mental health crises, suicides, opioid overdoses, and pain conditions (Centers for Disease 81 

Control and Prevention [CDC], 2020a; Jones et al., 2021; Mun et al., 2021; Salari et al., 2020;  Volkow, 82 

2020). 83 

Additionally, while the number of prescriptions for opioids (and pills dispensed) remains 84 

strikingly high (CDC, 2020a), these alone do not account for increases in opioid-involved deaths. 85 



 

Overdoses are uncommon among patients with persistent pain prescribed opioid therapy (Chou et al., 86 

2020; Chou et al., 2015; Dasgupta et al., 2016; Zedler et al., 2015). Determining whether an opioid-87 

involved death was intentional or unintentional is difficult and not always possible given some sources 88 

of these data (Olfson et al., 2019). People with pain alone, OUD alone, or co-occurring pain and OUD all 89 

may use opioids, but their risk for experiencing a non-fatal or fatal overdose (or some other injury) 90 

differs. Alarm regarding the rising opioid overdose rates and oversimplified understandings of the 91 

complexity of contributing factors, has sometimes resulted in a blurring of the differences between 92 

people with pain and people with SUD/OUD. This interplay of populations has resulted in profound 93 

changes in attitude, practice, and regulations impacting the management of pain for every person. 94 

Over the past decade public, professional, and governmental agencies have expressed concern 95 

about the use of prescribed opioids amidst the rising rates of OUD, treatment admissions for OUD, and 96 

overdoses (non-fatal and fatal) of both prescribed and illegal opioids. These concerns have sometimes 97 

resulted in oversimplifying policies and restrictions on opioid prescribing based on scant or weak 98 

evidence, leaving patients susceptible to inadequate pain control even in acute situations (Arnstein et 99 

al., 2017). Barriers to safe and effective pain care have been well documented and these same barriers 100 

exist for safe and effective care of those with SUDs. These barriers include the healthcare team’s lack of 101 

knowledge about pain and SUDs; fear and misunderstandings about the rise in fatal and non-fatal 102 

opioid-involved overdoses; stigma associated with persistent pain and SUD; and lack of health insurance 103 

coverage and access to treatment for SUDs, mental health disorders, and pain.  104 

Practice Recommendations, Regulatory Requirements, and Their Consequences 105 

As a result of opioid-involved morbidity and mortality, several clinical practice guidelines (CPG) 106 

and payer regulations were prepared and adopted widely (Busse et al., 2017; Federation of State 107 

Medical Boards, 2017; Janke et al., 2018; Opioid Therapy for Chronic Pain Work Group, 2017). The 2016 108 

CDC Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for Chronic Pain was perhaps the most influential (Dowell et al., 109 



 

2016). Its recommendations (e.g., morphine equivalent daily dose limits) were widely adopted by 110 

clinicians across practice settings without regard for individual patients’ unique circumstances and pain 111 

management needs, including changes to opioid prescribing for people with acute and persistent pain. 112 

Harmful consequences, such as suicidality among Veterans with persistent pain who had their 113 

opioid therapies adjusted, ensued as a result of some CPG recommendations (Demidenko et al., 2017; 114 

Dowell et al., 2019; Kroenke et al., 2019; Mackey et al., 2019; Schatman & Ziegler, 2017). As a result, the 115 

CDC issued a revised statement encouraging clinicians and policy makers to not “misapply” the 2016 116 

guideline (CDC, 2019). In the same year, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) issued a safety 117 

warning identifying harms reported from sudden discontinuation of opioids and required label changes 118 

to guide prescribers on gradual, individualized tapering (USFDA, 2019). In June 2020, the American 119 

Medical Association recommended the CDC make additional revisions to the 2016 guideline in order to 120 

ensure patients are not denied appropriately prescribed opioids for the management of pain (Madara, 121 

2020). Subsequently, instructions and clinical tools for tapering opioids, including avoiding abrupt 122 

discontinuation, were provided (CDC, 2020b). 123 

Since the publication of the 2016 CDC guidelines (Dowell et al., 2019), two additional federally 124 

sanctioned documents have been published, and both better captured the need to address pain 125 

management in the context of rising rates of opioid overdoses. Pain Management and the Opioid 126 

Epidemic (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2017) and Pain Management 127 

Best Practices (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services [USDHHS], 2019a) included updated 128 

information about pain and opioids, and guidance for how to reduce adverse effects and harms 129 

associated with opioids, while also adequately treating pain.  130 

Balanced Understanding of the Literature  131 

It is critical that clinicians be well informed about the incidence and prevalence of persistent 132 

pain, OUD (and other SUDs), co-occurring pain and OUD (or another SUD), and opioid-involved 133 



 

overdoses. However, they must not engage in reactionary practice behaviors that deny or restrict access 134 

to opioids for the treatment of pain. Critically evaluating CPGs and other policy or regulatory 135 

recommendations (including the quality of the evidence on which they are crafted) is essential for 136 

creating productive patient-clinician relationships and appropriate treatment plans for pain, while also 137 

decreasing the risks associated with opioid therapy, including behaviors concerning for misuse or OUD.  138 

Clinicians must use existing, best evidence to educate patients, colleagues, and other 139 

stakeholders about commonly misunderstood topics related to pain and SUDs. Such topics include 140 

factors contributing to opioid-related overdoses, prolonged opioid use postoperatively, and the 141 

development of OUD as a result of prescription opioid use (Oliver & Carlson, 2020). Opioid-related fatal 142 

overdoses are largely driven by non-prescribed opioids (e.g., heroin and non-prescribed fentanyl), 143 

typically involve multiple drugs, and are influenced by risk factors including opioid dose, concurrent use 144 

of other central nervous system (CNS) depressants, and medical and psychiatric comorbidities (CDC, 145 

2020a; Lilly, 2018; Seth et al. 2018; USDHHS, 2019a). Preoperative tobacco use, existing SUDs, mood 146 

disorders, preoperative pain disorders, and opioid use are also risk factors associated with long-term 147 

opioid use postoperatively (Bartels et al., 2018; Brummet et al., 2017; Deyo et al.,2018; Quinn et al., 148 

2017; Sun et al. 2016). 149 

The development of an SUD is associated with more than exposure to a substance, and may 150 

result from the complex interaction of brain physiology, genetics, environment, and individual 151 

experiential factors (American Society of Addiction Medicine [ASAM], 2019; USDHHS, 2019a). In the 152 

midst of the opioid overdose crisis, concern has risen regarding a possible association between exposure 153 

to prescription opioids and the initiation of heroin use. However, a key distinction is the published data 154 

is largely derived from individuals who were misusing prescription opioids, defined as any use outside of 155 

prescriber directions or not having a prescription (Jones, 2014; SAMHSA, 2019). Although the literature 156 

is sparse on rates of conversion from opioid misuse to heroin use, a sentinel analysis of 10 years of 157 



 

pooled data from the National Survey on Drug Use and Health including 609,000 persons aged 12-49 158 

years of age, found 3.6% of individuals who reported non-medical prescription opioid use initiated 159 

heroin use within 5 years of the initial non-medical opioid use (Muhuri et al., 2013). 160 

Practicing clinicians (especially generalists) may be unable to keep abreast of the expanding 161 

literature about OUD (including opioid-involved overdoses). However, it is necessary they have ready 162 

access to clinical tools rooted in the best existing evidence to make pain management treatment 163 

decisions for their patients, who may have or be at risk for developing an SUD. Not all people 164 

experiencing pain are at risk for an SUD, but for those who are, interventions must be evidence-based to 165 

balance safety and effectiveness for these comorbid conditions. 166 

Ethical Considerations 167 

Clinical encounters with people living with pain and SUDs require application of ethical tenets to 168 

develop trust and engagement with this vulnerable population, which has been stigmatized and 169 

marginalized by our healthcare system and society. These tenets (autonomy, beneficence, 170 

nonmaleficence, justice, veracity, and fidelity) are foundational to compassionate, non-judgmental, and 171 

respectful care. Ethical practice requires clinicians perform self-appraisal of their views and develop 172 

respectful and considerate responses to persons in distress from pain or SUD. We implore nurses and 173 

other clinicians to consider the models for the intersection of pain and addiction and reflect on the 174 

personal, professional, and educational experience that may have informed their beliefs and biases 175 

about pain and SUD. Respect for human dignity reduces the harms associated with these two 176 

conditions, and therapeutic actions can include listening, empathizing, encouraging, and offering hope 177 

(Matteliano et al., 2014).  178 

People with pain and SUD have unique attributes and experiences that can be misinterpreted, 179 

judged, or disregarded (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2015; Matteliano et al., 2014; Tracy, 2017). 180 

Within the American Nurses Association The Code of Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements are 181 



 

statements that hold all nurses accountable to assessing and treating pain in those with SUD in a stigma-182 

free and respectful way regardless of socioeconomic status, personal attributes, or other health 183 

problems (ANA, 2015). The presence of stigma in clinical encounters impedes implementation of 184 

scientific advances made in the field of pain and SUDs. Federal initiatives exist to reduce stigma by 185 

requiring the use of non-biased terminology (NIDA, 2021a). Advocating for patients with SUD by using 186 

correct terminology demonstrates moral courage. Person-first language maintains the integrity and 187 

holism of the individual and distinguishes the individual from their diagnosis, and is reinforced in 188 

medical documentation and healthcare team discourse. See Table 1 for terms to avoid, terms to use, 189 

and rationale. 190 

Models for the Intersection of Pain and Addictions 191 

Models about the development of pain and SUDs vary. Additionally, ethical concerns frequently 192 

accompany the diagnosis and treatment of pain and SUDs, and how they are experienced by the people 193 

impacted by them. The sections below include an overview of these, and should be considered relative 194 

to the position statement. 195 

While addiction is not a formal diagnostic term, it is a core concept in the study and treatment 196 

of SUDs. A number of models of addiction exist that influence the ways in which people with SUD are 197 

perceived and treated, including by clinicians. These models are neither exhaustive nor mutually 198 

exclusive, may overlap, and individuals may subscribe to elements from more than one model (Strobbe, 199 

2015). Recognizing the intersection of shared common elements in the models for both SUD and pain is 200 

helpful in understanding historical and current treatment approaches for SUD and pain. 201 

Moral and Criminal 202 

These models view addiction as personal weakness, lack of character or willpower, with 203 

disregard for social norms. Overtones may be religious, legal, social, political and/or racial (Lee, et al., 204 

2010). Use of substances is considered volitional, i.e., a matter of personal choice within voluntary 205 



 

control of the person using, and responsibility for negative consequences rests solely with the individual. 206 

Social scorn, isolation, and punishment may be harshly imposed, with an eye toward repentance, 207 

retribution, or rehabilitation. Stigmatizing attitudes within this model may also extend to the pain 208 

population with judgement of moral weakness aimed towards patients who choose to manage pain 209 

using opioids (McCradden et al., 2019). It is important to recognize the existence of stigma and its 210 

impact on treatment access and outcomes.  211 

12-Step 212 

The 12-step model is based on Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and similarly aligned mutual help 213 

programs. While referring to “alcohol and drug addiction” as illnesses of the mind and body, AA 214 

considers alcoholism, perhaps first and foremost, “a spiritual malady.” It seeks to induce “psychic 215 

change” and recovery through abstinence from alcohol, and “a spiritual program of action,” as described 216 

in the 12 steps. Spirituality is distinguished from, but does not preclude, religion, and individuals are 217 

encouraged to seek their own conception of God, or a “Higher Power” (Alcoholics Anonymous World 218 

Services, 2001). As with 12-step self-help programs, chronic disease self-management frameworks hinge 219 

on concepts of self-efficacy that are important to improve symptom management (Du et al., 2017). 220 

Commonalities between pain self-management programs and 12-step programs are the therapeutic 221 

mechanisms of self-efficacy and development of effective coping skills often fostered by essential peer 222 

support (Kelly et al., 2020). 223 

Self-medication 224 

Derived primarily from clinical observations, the self-medication model holds that substances 225 

relieve psychological symptoms, and preferences for particular drugs relate to the 226 

psychopharmacological action targeting the specific symptoms of an individual. Similarly, affective 227 

symptoms (such as depression and anxiety) often exacerbate physical pain symptoms and may be 228 

difficult to separate. Emotional pain may appear to drive pain relief-seeking behaviors and can cause 229 



 

clinicians to judge that pain is “all in one’s head” (Wilson, 2019). In fact, patients often need relief of 230 

both emotional and physical symptoms in the case of either pain or SUD. 231 

Behavioral 232 

The behavioral model has been used to demonstrate the role of learning on pain modulation, 233 

pain-related behaviors, and conditioned fear responses to pain (Janssens et al., 2019). Also within 234 

behavioral models, addictions have been described as habits, overlearned through observation, 235 

interactions with the environment, and various forms of reinforcement. Since persistent pain and SUD 236 

both involve abnormal processing in common neuronal pathways, the distinction between pain relief 237 

behaviors and addictive behaviors can become blurred. Pathways in the brain’s circuitry can be 238 

reinforced by the rewards of both pain relief and addictive drug effects, leading to preoccupation with 239 

or craving for analgesic and/or mood elevating drugs (Elman & Borsook, 2016). Physiologic 240 

commonalities and distinctions are important to keep in mind when clinically assessing behaviors and 241 

designing interventions for pain and SUD populations. Behavioral therapies such as Cognitive Behavioral 242 

Therapy (CBT) and mindfulness therapies integrate this model to address maladaptive learned behaviors 243 

(Garland et al., 2020). 244 

Disease 245 

Addiction is viewed as a disease of the brain, commonly known as the brain disease model of 246 

addiction (BDMA). The BDMA underscores how decision- making and voluntary behavioral control are 247 

undermined due to pathologic changes in executive and behavioral function.  The BDMA provides 248 

evidence refuting the moral and criminal models of addiction; providing support for nonjudgmental care 249 

for prevention and treatment of addiction public health policies rather than punishment (Harris & 250 

Mukkamala, 2020; Volkow et al., 2016). 251 

Both pain and addictions share neural systems involved with allostasis of corticolimbic 252 

structures, reward and anti-reward, motivation, and learning (Lewis, 2018). It is imperative both 253 



 

disorders be treated simultaneously using integrated multidimensional therapeutic approaches. (Elman 254 

& Borsook, 2016; Manhapra & Becker, 2018; Garland et al., 2020).  255 

Biopsychosocial-spiritual 256 

The biopsychosocial-spiritual model (BPSS) is an extension of the traditional biopsychosocial 257 

model that recognizes the role of biology/physiology, psychology, and social/cultural elements in 258 

understanding chronic disease with the addition of spiritual aspects (Engel, 1977). With the advent of 259 

the biopsychosocial model, a person’s illness could be understood as more than physical or biological, 260 

and helps explain why different people with the same diagnosis experience varying degrees of 261 

symptoms. Spirituality can be understood as a sense of connection to oneself, to others and to a Higher 262 

Power (Benorden, 2016) or more broadly as the search for identity, meaning, or purpose in life. The 263 

BPSS is an expanded model that considers the meaning of pain from the narrative of the patient who 264 

experiences it (Engel, 1977) and promotes a holistic perspective of pain and/or SUD (Matteliano et al., 265 

2014). While this model applies broadly to chronic illness, it applies well to pain and SUD in recognizing 266 

the complex interplay of multiple physical and non-physical influences in both conditions.  267 

Recommendations for Holistic Screening and Assessment 268 

It is the purpose of this article to provide information about pain and SUDs in its fuller context 269 

and to provide recommendations for how nurses can conduct a holistic assessment of patients with pain 270 

and SUDs. The goal for a holistic assessment is to determine the impact of pain and/or SUDs on a 271 

person’s life.  How a person copes and to what extent pain or SUDs have interfered with physical 272 

function, mood, and roles are each important indicators that must be considered when collaborating 273 

with the patient to develop a realistic and compassionate plan of care. Unlike clinical practice guidelines 274 

or systematic reviews, the literature on each of the topics below (e.g., screening and assessment) has 275 

not been exhaustively searched, appraised, or synthesized. Rather, these recommendations are based 276 

on the authors’ knowledge of the literature, clinical practice, and expertise in the areas of pain and SUDs 277 



 

broadly. Resources, such as screening tools, are included in Table 2 for each of the screening and 278 

assessment topics below. 279 

Pain  280 

Pain assessment in patients with or at risk for SUD, should follow the same principles of 281 

assessment as for all patients. Multidimensional pain assessments require asking not only about the 282 

severity of pain, but also the impact of pain on one’s life. For those with SUDs, holistic pain assessment 283 

is critical in safely managing pain given that some pain treatments have addictive potential and may 284 

impair recovery from the SUD. 285 

Pain Intensity  286 

Pain intensity or severity should be assessed using the most appropriate tool with self-report 287 

tools being the gold standard and observational tools reserved for patients who are unable to self-288 

report. While some form of a 0-10/10 scale is commonly used, it is not appropriate for all patients and 289 

can be misunderstood or misused. Gathering information about pain intensity with the most clinically 290 

appropriate tool is critical before treatment planning begins. Treatment should not be based on 291 

intensity alone and should include the additional parameters of pain interference and function. 292 

Pain Interference/Function 293 

Assessing pain interference includes understanding how a person copes with pain, pain’s effect 294 

on quality of life, and overall function which includes aspects of daily physical activities, mood, 295 

emotions, sleep, and role fulfillment in social relationships, family, work, or school. Incorporating these 296 

important indicators in pain assessment help avoid over- or under- estimation of pain. Assessing pain 297 

interference regularly provides key information required to optimize desirable treatment outcomes. 298 

Mental, Emotional, Spiritual Health 299 

Mental health comorbidities frequently impact patients with pain and SUDs, and need to be 300 

evaluated in order to effectively manage both pain and SUD. Quality of life and spiritual health 301 



 

assessments capture aspects of health and well-being that align with biopsychosocial-spritual models of 302 

holistic care. 303 

Mood Disorders 304 

Persistent pain and SUD often co-occur with depression and anxiety (Turk & Monarch, 2018). Up 305 

to 65% of patients with chronic pain have been found to have anxiety and as many as 83% have 306 

depression (Hooten, 2016). Similarly, patients with SUD have high rates of comorbid mood and anxiety 307 

disorders (Barry et al, 2021), and if left untreated can be substantial barriers to successful SUD 308 

treatment (Oliveira et al., 2019; Worley et al., 2015). Such comorbid diagnoses reduce quality of life and 309 

increase somatic symptom severity (Buono et al., 2020; Pereira et al., 2021). 310 

Though not recognized as a mood disorder, pain catastrophizing is a negative repetitive thought 311 

process characterized by pessimism and helplessness in response to pain (Brown et al., 2020). Such 312 

thinking about pain can magnify negative thoughts, increase pain interference, and intensify depression 313 

and anxiety (Kneeland et al., 2019). Pain-related catastrophizing should also be assessed to direct 314 

treatment approaches that can reduce extreme negative thought patterns and rumination that 315 

exacerbate pain experiences (Legarreta et al., 2018). 316 

Routinely screening for symptoms of anxiety and depression in persons with pain and SUDs is 317 

recommended (USDHHS, 2019a; Management of Substance Use Disorders Work Group, 2021). 318 

Definitive diagnosis of an anxiety or mood disorder is complicated by concurrent substance use and 319 

may, alternatively, represent a substance-induced disorder, which is likely to improve in a matter of days 320 

to weeks of abstinence. Therefore a definitive diagnosis cannot be made until patient has been 321 

abstinent for one month (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013).  322 

Suicidality 323 

Opioid and/or benzodiazepine use, persistent pain, and mental health disorders are associated 324 

with an increased risk for suicide (Bohnert & Ilgen, 2019). An SUD diagnosis alone is independently 325 



 

associated with increased suicide risk (Bohnert et al., 2017) and pain-related catastrophizing also 326 

heightens suicide risk (Legarreta et al., 2018). Assessing suicidality regularly (see Table 2) is especially 327 

important for people living with pain and SUDs because they likely have access to substances that can 328 

cause fatal and non-fatal overdoses (Brown et al., 2020).  329 

Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 330 

PTSD is a mental health problem that develops after a trauma or witnessing a life-threatening 331 

event. It is more common among adult survivors of physical, psychological, or sexual abuse and combat 332 

veterans and is characterized by insomnia, nightmares, sleep-related breathing disorders, and 333 

parasomnia (Khazaie et al., 2016; United States Department of Veterans Affairs [USDVA], 2019). 334 

Approximately 10% of patients across all chronic pain conditions have PTSD and for patients with pain 335 

from motor vehicle accidents or veterans with chronic pain, the prevalence of PTSD is 50% (Fishbain et 336 

al., 2017). Assessment for PTSD is important because PTSD treatment can improve pain experiences. 337 

Since PTSD can provoke emotional or physical distress when encountering a reminder of the traumatic 338 

event, a mutual reinforcement of both conditions may occur when ongoing pain itself serves as a 339 

reminder of the traumatic event. 340 

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) 341 

Adverse childhood experiences such as household dysfunction, abuse, or neglect, may affect a 342 

child’s neurodevelopment. They may predict risky behaviors, depression, persistent pain (Nelson et al., 343 

2017; Schrepf et al., 2018) and SUDs (CDC, 2020c); therefore, screening for ACES should be included in a 344 

holistic approach to screening for mental health risk factors. 345 

Spiritual Health 346 

Spiritual health or well-being is a person’s sense of purpose, meaning, or belonging. It has been 347 

found to predict pain acceptance and improve persistent pain tolerance (Vasigh et al., 2020). Pain 348 

catastrophizing can be improved through interventions that increase spiritual elements, such as 349 



 

meaningfulness and purpose in life (Shaygan & Shayegan, 2019). Spirituality and religiosity have also 350 

been identified as protective against SUD and are common in 12-step and other interventions. They lead 351 

to improved outcomes when compared to SUD interventions that do not include spirituality or religiosity 352 

(Hai et al., 2019). Spirituality assessments vary in length and content; for example the 4-item Spiritual 353 

Well-being Index asks about the quality of relationships that one has in four areas, namely with God, 354 

others, nature, and self (Fisher & Ng, 2017).  355 

Substance Use  356 

Substance use screening and assessment is important because pain and SUDs commonly co-357 

occur, particularly for patients who take controlled substances (e.g. opioids, benzodiazepines, 358 

stimulants). Uncontrolled pain may trigger relapse among patients with an SUD.  ‘Substance use’ is an 359 

umbrella term for behaviors and diagnoses and it sometimes combined with ‘disorder’ or ‘misuse’. 360 

These terms are clarified below, and screening tools and diagnostic criteria for selected disorders are 361 

introduced.  362 

Harmful Drug Use 363 

In 2020 the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) issued recommendations related to 364 

screening and interventions for “harmful drug use” among adults 18 years or older, including those who 365 

are pregnant or postpartum.  Harmful drug use is defined as, “…the use of substances (not including 366 

alcohol or tobacco products) that are illegally obtained or the nonmedical use of prescription 367 

psychoactive medications; that is, use of medications for reasons, for duration, in amounts or with 368 

frequency other than prescribed or by persons other than the prescribed individual (U.S. Preventive 369 

Services Task Force [USPSTF], 2020, p. 2302).” For the purpose of these recommendations, screening 370 

refers to asking one or more questions about drug use, does not involve testing biological specimens, 371 

and should be implemented when services for SUD diagnosis and appropriate care can be offered or 372 



 

referred. Specific to adolescents, the USPSTF concluded that current evidence was insufficient to assess 373 

the balance of benefits and harms of such assessment (USPSTF, 2020). 374 

Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT) 375 

Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment is recommended by  the Substance 376 

Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) as “a comprehensive, integrated, public 377 

health approach to the delivery of early intervention and treatment services for persons with substance 378 

use disorders, as well as those who are at risk of developing these disorders” (SAMHSA, 2020b). In a 379 

joint position statement issued by the Emergency Nurses Association (ENA) and the International Nurses 380 

Society on Addictions (IntNSA), it was recommended that nurses 1) support the use of SBIRT for alcohol 381 

and other substance use, and 2) are prepared to deliver SBIRT in all clinical specialties and practice 382 

settings across the lifespan (Uhlenbrock et al., 2020). Similarly, the American Academy of Pediatrics 383 

(AAP) issued a policy statement regarding SBIRT and recommended that pediatric clinicians “become 384 

familiar with adolescent SBIRT practices and their potential to be incorporated into universal screening 385 

and comprehensive care of adolescents in the medical home” (AAP, 2016, p. 2). 386 

Substance Use Disorders 387 

A positive screen for an SUD is not a diagnosis of SUD. Diagnosis of an SUD is criteria-based 388 

consistent with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-5; APA, 389 

2013). This latest version of the DSM-5 eliminated previous diagnoses of substance abuse and substance 390 

dependence (APA, 2000) in favor of a single, overarching diagnostic term, substance use disorder, with 391 

severity rated as mild, moderate, or severe. At least two criteria from the list (Table 2, for diagnosing 392 

substance use disorder) must be manifested in the last 12 months to meet diagnostic significance, and 393 

no single criterion alone is diagnostic of SUD. See Table 3 for other important differences between DSM-394 

IV-TR and DSM-5. 395 

Alcohol Misuse 396 



 

Throughout human history, people have used alcohol to relieve pain. It has been reported that 397 

one third of those experiencing persistent pain reported using alcohol to alleviate their pain (Alford et 398 

al., 2016). In addition to its own potentially negative consequences, alcohol, like benzodiazepines, 399 

increases the analgesic, reinforcing, and sedative effects of opioids, elevating risk for combined misuse 400 

of alcohol and opioids, as well as overdose (National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, 2021).  401 

It is essential to recognize that using alcohol to self-medicate pain symptoms is not necessarily indicative 402 

of alcohol use disorder, which is diagnosed using criteria outlined in the DSM-5.  403 

Opioid Misuse 404 

Beyond population-based screening for SUD, screening for patients with pain brings unique risk 405 

profiles and clinical considerations. As recommended by the CDC Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for 406 

Chronic Pain (Dowell et al., 2016), prior to initiating opioid therapy in a patient with persistent pain, the 407 

clinician should evaluate the patient’s risk for developing either opioid misuse or OUD.  Several reliable 408 

and valid tools to screen for problematic opioid use behaviors, such as obtaining opioids from multiple 409 

sources, taking opioids in a manner other than prescribed, or other violations of the treatment plan (See 410 

Figure 1, for components of treatment plans). Many of these screening tools do not predict the 411 

development of OUD, rather they predict risk for problematic opioid use behaviors, which are reported 412 

to be prevalent in patients with persistent pain and not necessarily reflective of the more serious OUD 413 

(Moore et al., 2009). Rather, these behaviors may reflect insufficient pain relief, untreated anxiety or 414 

sleep disorders, misunderstanding of dosing instructions, or progression of the painful condition, and 415 

may respond to re-education of the patient and do not require more intensive interventions to treat 416 

OUD.  417 

Opioid Use Disorder 418 

Opioid use disorder is one type of SUD, which is diagnosed using the DSM-5 criteria. The Opioid 419 

Risk Tool for OUD (ORT-OUD; Cheatle et al., 2019) is the first known screening tool to go beyond 420 



 

predicting problematic opioid use behaviors to predicting the development of OUD in patients with 421 

persistent pain who are receiving opioid therapy (see Figure 2). Derived from the original ORT (Webster 422 

& Webster, 2005), this tool has excellent predictive ability (OR= 3.085; CI 95%: 2.725-3.493, p< 0.001). 423 

The ORT-OUD score classifies patients as either ‘at risk’ or ‘not at risk’ of developing OUD, which then 424 

guides the practitioner in establishing the appropriate intensity and breadth of monitoring approaches 425 

to match the risk category. Although risk assessment tools are valuable and add a level of objectivity to 426 

the evaluation process, the information they provide is not meant to be used in isolation for monitoring 427 

risk and adherence to treatment. Consistently using a combination of selected tools with other evidence 428 

of nonadherence, such as urine toxicology (Wasan et al., 2007; Jamison et al., 2014) and reviewing 429 

prescription drug monitoring program (PDMP) data is recommended (Castillo-Carniglia et al., 2019; Deyo 430 

et al., 2018; Haffajee et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018; Patrick et al., 2016; Pett et al., 2020; Wen et al., 2019; 431 

Winstanley et al., 2018). 432 

Recommendations for Treatment 433 

Appropriate monitoring of both risk and adherence to treatment, particularly when opioids are 434 

used is critical to safely treat patients with pain and an SUD (or who are at risk for developing a SUD). A 435 

variety of SUDs exist, and some people living with pain may experience one or more specific SUDs (e.g., 436 

alcohol use disorder [AUD]) while also experiencing pain. This paper and the evidence-based 437 

recommendations supporting it are meant to be broad in their scope and applicable to the range of 438 

SUDs people living with acute or persistent pain may experience (e.g., misuse of or disorders involving 439 

tranquilizers, alcohol, or opioids). The authors acknowledge it is beyond the scope of this paper to 440 

address all types of SUDs, their similarities and differences, and their unique influence and impact on 441 

persons experiencing pain; therefore, OUD is used as an exemplar SUD. Many of the principles included 442 

herein apply to other SUDs. Nurses and other readers should familiarize themselves with prevalence 443 



 

data, assessment techniques and tools, and behavioral and biomedical interventions for SUDs they 444 

encounter frequently in the course of providing pain management.  445 

The following recommendations are based on the authors’ collective experiences in practice, 446 

research, and clinical scholarship in the areas of pain and SUDs, as well as their familiarity with the 447 

literature in these areas. These recommendations were not made based on an exhaustive literature 448 

search in which individual studies were evaluated and graded based on their scientific merit or rigor; 449 

however, they are based on recent evidence. The recommendations were distilled primarily from the 450 

following references: VA/DoD Clinical Practice Guideline for Opioid Therapy for Chronic Pain (Opioid 451 

Therapy for Chronic Pain Work Group, 2017), CDC Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for Chronic Pain 452 

(Dowell, et al., 2016); Pain Management and the Opioid Epidemic; Balancing Societal and Individual 453 

Benefits and Risks of Prescription Opioid Use (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 454 

Medicine, 2017), and Pain Management Best Practices Interagency Task Force Report (U.S. Department 455 

of Health and Human Services [USDHHS], 2019a). 456 

Recommendations for all Patients Receiving Opioid Treatment 457 

While the foundational work of Gourlay et al. (2005) informed previous versions of these 458 

recommendations, and remains important currently, the development of evidence around pain and 459 

substances over recent years has generated an expanded framework that considers the unique 460 

characteristics of patients living with these conditions. These recommendations apply to all patients 461 

receiving opioid treatment and are based on principles of harm reduction and evidence-based pain 462 

management. These recommendations should be utilized according to one’s professional scope of 463 

practice and in a manner that emphasizes individualized patient care: 464 

1. Reassure the patient their report of pain will be addressed.  465 

2. Use formal assessment tools and standard procedures to guide individualized care. 466 



 

3. Ensure the cause of acute or persistent pain is correctly identified, and an accurate diagnosis is 467 

made based on objective and subjective data about the patient.  468 

4. Conduct screening and assessment for pain, substance use, and mood disorders as described in 469 

the above section titled Recommendations for Holistic Screening and Assessment. 470 

5. Develop and document a mutually agreed upon treatment plan (See Figure 1) outlining 471 

expectations of patient and clinician, goals of therapy, boundaries of care, education about 472 

harm reduction, and risks and benefits of all pain therapies, including short- and long term 473 

opioids. 474 

6. Maximize multimodal nonpharmacological and pharmacological analgesia (opioids and 475 

nonopioids such as anti-inflammatories, anti-epileptics, local anesthetics, N-Methyl-D-aspartate 476 

(NMDA) antagonists, alpha 2 agonists, etc.); interventional techniques (e.g., nerve blocks); 477 

cognitive behavioral therapies; family involvement; physical and occupational therapies; and 478 

integrative therapies such as acupuncture and massage. 479 

7. Assess pain level, function, adverse effects, affect, opioid use behaviors and progress toward 480 

goals throughout treatment. Include patient and family reports. The decision to adjust 481 

treatment should not be based solely on pain scores (intensity), but should include all of the 482 

components of the holistic assessment. 483 

8. Employ individualized monitoring measures to promote safety and treatment plan engagement; 484 

this may include pill counts, bio-sample toxicology studies, and use of PDMPs as needed or as 485 

directed by regulatory bodies (state law) or organizational policies and procedures. Such 486 

monitoring should not be used punitively and can be used to educate patients and enhance 487 

safety. 488 

a) PDMPs are electronic databases containing information about dispensed prescriptions 489 

for controlled substances and have been created by most states to look for behaviors 490 



 

indicative of opioid misuse or OUD (e.g., prescriptions from multiple clinicians, co-491 

prescribing of an opioid and benzodiazepine). Users must meet state-mandated 492 

requirements to access and use PDMPs. PDMPs are associated with lower prescription 493 

opioid-related hospitalization and ED visits, reductions in opioid-related deaths, and less 494 

inappropriate prescribing controlled substances. 495 

b) Bio-samples (urine, blood, saliva, breath) may be collected as an objective measure of 496 

substances used. The following should be considered when deciding to conduct bio-497 

sampling: 498 

i. A thorough understanding of bio-sample testing and how to interpret test results is 499 

necessary to avoid damage to the therapeutic relationship, misinterpretation of test 500 

results, and inappropriate exclusion of patients from legitimate pain management.  501 

See Figure 3 for resources for testing and monitoring urine toxicology. 502 

ii. Abrupt termination of pain treatment based solely on the result of a drug test is 503 

unethical, because it can lead to patient harm.  504 

iii. Clinical judgement should be used when deciding how often to request bio-sample 505 

tests and should have a clear justification.  506 

iv. Results may: 507 

a. Identify and reinforce safe use of psychoactive medications. 508 

b. Identify illegal substances. 509 

c. Guide patient eduction about the safe use of opioid therapy.  510 

9. Monitor for behaviors and symptoms indicative of OUD or other SUDs (e.g., alcohol or 511 

cannabis). If qualified, evaluate and treat, or refer for appropriate evaluation and treatment. 512 

a) Maintain therapeutic relationship and: 513 



 

i. Discuss your concerns with the patient avoiding angry, dismissive, judgmental, or 514 

punitive interactions, stressing patient safety and well-being. 515 

ii. Modify treatment plan as needed, considering both safety and analgesic needs. 516 

iii. Intensify monitoring of prescribed medications. 517 

iv. Reduce number of pills per prescription. 518 

v. Shorten refill intervals. 519 

vi. Schedule more frequent office visits, including daily prescriptions if needed. 520 

vii. Consider family/caregiver input and assistance with patient approval. 521 

viii. Prescribe formulations that are less likely to be misused (e.g., tamper-resistant or 522 

abuse-deterrent formulations, formulations compounded with naltrexone or 523 

naloxone, or transdermal patches). 524 

10. Reevaluate continued opioid therapy for patients who are exhibiting unsafe behaviors or decline 525 

further evaluation or treatment for SUD or undiagnosed condition. Taper opioids appropriately, 526 

monitor for withdrawal, and promptly treat withdrawal (see Recommendations for Tapering 527 

Opioids). Continue and maximize other non-opioid medications and nonpharmacological 528 

therapies.  529 

11. Document all interactions between patient and clinician to facilitate communication, provide 530 

rationale for treatment plan, aid in evaluation of clinical outcomes and treatment planning, and 531 

reduce medico-legal liability. 532 

12. Prescribe naloxone and educate patient and family or caregiver about its indications and 533 

administration  534 

Recommendations for Patients With Acute Pain at Risk for or With SUD/OUD 535 

1. Follow Recommendations for all Patients Receiving Opioid Treatment.  536 

2. Use short-acting opioids for initial pain control.  537 



 

3. Formulate a discharge plan with the patient and caregiver(s). Establish monitoring of outpatient 538 

medications. 539 

a) Appropriate tapering of opioids if necessary before discharge to prevent withdrawal. 540 

b) Consider referral to mental health and recovery support services. 541 

Recommendations for Patients With Persistent Pain at Risk for SUD/OUD 542 

1. Follow all Recommendations for all Patients Receiving Opioid Treatment. 543 

2. Involve pain and SUD specialists if possible. 544 

3. When treating opioid withdrawal, do not substitute benzodiazepines, phenothiazines, 545 

antihistamines, or other sedating medications for opioids. 546 

4. Understand that patients taking prescribed or nonprescribed opioids may require higher opioid 547 

doses to control pain related to tolerance (need for increasing dose over time to achieve same 548 

effect) or hyperalgesia (a paradoxical increase in pain sensitivity related to ongoing opioid use). 549 

It is imperative to continue to treat the patient’s pain regardless. 550 

5. If the patient is physically dependent on a full mu opioid agonist, use caution when introducing 551 

an opioid partial agonist or agonist-antagonist, e.g., nalbuphine, butorphanol, buprenorphine 552 

(excluding low dose buprenorphine in mcg formulations), or pentazocine, as it may precipitate 553 

acute withdrawal. 554 

6. When medications with the potential for physical dependence are no longer indicated (or are 555 

contraindicated), slowly taper to discontinue them to minimize withdrawal symptoms. 556 

7. For patients in recovery from an SUD: 557 

a) Assess length and stability of recovery and encourage active participation in recovery 558 

efforts. 559 

b) Identify patient-specific stressors for relapse, including unrelieved pain. 560 



 

c) Encourage open communication between patient, significant others, and nurses about 561 

concerns regarding treatment or potential relapse. 562 

d) Establish a therapeutic plan for relapse. If relapse occurs, intensify recovery efforts and 563 

assessments. Do not terminate pain care. 564 

8. If patient declines opioids or other psychoactive medications, offer alternatives for pain relief. 565 

Recommendations for Patients With Acute or Persistent Pain Receiving Medications for Opioid Use 566 

Disorder (MOUD)  567 

1. Follow Recommendations for Patients With Acute Pain at Risk for or With SUD/OUD. 568 

2. Collaborate with a pain specialist and SUD specialist to maximize analgesia and reduce the risk 569 

of relapse. 570 

3. Encourage communication with a sponsor or mental health care clinician to support recovery 571 

and learn coping strategies (i.e., mindful meditation, attending 12-steps meetings. 572 

4. Confirm MOUD dose with prescriber. 573 

5. If patient is NPO consider administering MOUD via alternative route to lessen the risk for opioid 574 

withdrawal. 575 

6. Individualize pain treatment during hospitalization based on type of MOUD. See Figure 4 for 576 

MOUD and Table 4 for medications used to treat OUD in setting of persistent pain. 577 

7. Educate about local community resources such as syringe exchange and naloxone provision.  578 

Recommendations for Tapering Opioids 579 

The following recommendations should be considered, except in cases where the patient has a 580 

suspected or confirmed opioid use disorder. 581 

1. Reasons for tapering opioid to a lower dose or discontinuing completely: 582 

a) Safety concerns. 583 

b) Inability to mitigate adverse effects. 584 



 

c) Simultaneous use of other medications that increase overdose risk. 585 

d) No improvement in function, pain intensity, or a worsening emotional, mental, or 586 

spiritual health.  587 

2. Considerations prior to initiating taper: 588 

a) Speed of taper. 589 

b) How withdrawal symptoms will be addressed. 590 

c) Availability of team-based care (e.g., primary care, pain care, pharmacy, and SUD care). 591 

3. Devise a tapering plan that includes: 592 

a) Maximizing multimodal pain management.  593 

b) Monitoring for emotional, mental, physical, and spiritual symptoms due to tapering. 594 

c) Providing psychological support.  595 

d) Monitoring overdose risk.  596 

e) Monitoring patients’ environmental and social support.  597 

4. Taper duration: 598 

a) Little research to support a single length of time.  599 

b) Speed may vary from days to years. 600 

c) Drugs, dosages, and formulations should be individualized. 601 

d) Use available tapering resources (See Appendix) 602 

Recommendations to Optimize the Care of Patients With Co-occurring Pain and SUD 603 

Nurses and Other Health Clinicians 604 

1. Conduct self-appraisal to identify knowledge deficits related to SUDs, pain, and prescribing 605 

practices.  606 

2. Advocate for best practices and policies supporting care and resources for people with pain and 607 

SUDs. 608 



 

3. Stay abreast of current knowledge in the evolving fields of pain management and SUDs by 609 

attending local, regional, and national professional conferences (e.g., APSMN and IntNSA annual 610 

conferences) and reading clinical and research journals. 611 

4. Become certified in pain management and addictions through professional organizations such as 612 

ASPMN and IntNSA.  613 

5. APRNs should consider obtaining the special waiver to prescribe buprenorphine for the 614 

treatment of OUD. 615 

6. Model behaviors and language that are not stigmatizing. 616 

7. Seek support/consultation from people with expertise in these areas when necessary to provide 617 

appropriate, unbiased treatment (e.g., it is crucial for clinicians to understand uncontrolled pain 618 

can be a trigger for substance use relapse and patients with active OUD will likely have opioid 619 

analgesic tolerance and possibly hyperalgesia). 620 

8. Advocate and participate in shared treatment decision making with patients.  621 

9. Participate in evidence-based projects and research studies aimed at understanding and 622 

improving the nursing of people with pain and SUDs.  623 

10. Understand using buprenorphine and methadone for pain does not require a federal waiver.  624 

11. Support patient education and advocacy by: 625 

a) Educating patients about and advocating for shared treatment decision making in all 626 

encounters related to pain and SUDs. 627 

b) Encouraging patients to volunteer to serve on advisory boards for healthcare 628 

organizations; specifically to review policies and procedures about pain and SUD care. 629 

c) Advocating for patients to join or organize local, regional, and national patient advocacy 630 

groups.  631 



 

d) Offering patients opportunities to participate in research studies aimed at creating new 632 

knowledge to improve pain and SUD treatments, including research that addresses the 633 

social determinants of health and health disparities and inequities.  634 

e) Engaging patients in quality improvement initiatives aimed at translating the best 635 

evidence into clinical pain and SUD care.  636 

f) Encouraging patients to document and report interactions with health professionals 637 

perceived to be discriminatory or stigmatizing.  638 

g) Inviting patients to participate in educational offerings for health professionals, 639 

including sharing their lived experiences of pain and SUDs. 640 

h) Employing patients in pain and SUD practice settings as peer specialists. 641 

Healthcare Systems 642 

1. Engage key stakeholders (including patients) in the establishment of policies or protocols to 643 

ensure appropriate expertise, therapies, and resources are available.  644 

2. Convene clinical practice committees to educate and support clinicians caring for patients with 645 

pain and SUDs.  646 

3. Utilize pharmacists to ensure optimal access to medications to treat pain or SUD. 647 

4. Institute processes to review existing policies and procedures to ensure practice is based on 648 

current evidence, identify metrics to monitor appropriateness and efficacy of care for SUD and 649 

pain, and ensure ongoing quality improvement. 650 

5. Promote and support nurse-driven research and translation to practice in pain and SUD care. 651 

6. Ensure institutional opioid stewardship protocols continue to monitor and balance pain 652 

management with patient safety. 653 

Policymakers/Legislators 654 

1. The requirement for education should be equivalent for all clinicians who prescribe MOUD. 655 



 

2. Amend the 2018 SUPPORT Act to indefinitely expand the waiver option to all APRNs with 656 

prescribing authority. 657 

3. Fair and equitable reimbursement should be available for evidence-based nonpharmacological 658 

modalities (e.g., cognitive behavioral therapy, yoga, physical therapy, acupuncture, massage).  659 

4. Addiction treatment clinicians and centers be required to offer evidence-based care and subject 660 

to regulation and accredited like all healthcare settings. 661 

Summary 662 

This article presents recommendations for safe and effective pain management regardless of 663 

SUD risk or history. It reaffirms the core principles outlined in the 2012 position statement (Oliver et al., 664 

2012a; Oliver et al., 2012b), and expands previous recommendations based on recent evidence 665 

supporting a clinical imperative for an integrated, holistic, and individualized approach to treating pain 666 

and SUDs. This approach is underscored by deeper understanding of the shared neuromechanisms of 667 

pain and SUD, and current effectiveness of available treatment options. Evidence for effective and 668 

balanced care in the context of the national "opioid crisis" undergirds the recommendations. Critical 669 

actions for promoting sustainable approaches in addressing pain within the context of SUDs by 670 

healthcare systems and governmental stakeholders are offered to reduce negative impacts on persons 671 

who experience pain or SUD. Professionals from around the globe must advocate for the right to ethical, 672 

safe, and expert pain and SUD management. 673 

The authors would like to acknowledge Kathleen Broglio, DNP, ANP-BC, ACHPN, CPE, FPCN for 674 

her contributions early in the development of the manuscript.  675 
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Table 1  1228 

Words Matter Table From the National Institute on Drug Abuse (2021) 1229 

Consider using these recommended terms to reduce stigma and negative bias when talking about 1230 

addiction. 1231 

Terms to avoid, terms to use, and why 

Instead of… Use… Because… 

Addict 

 

User 

 

Substance or drug 

abuser 

 

Junkie 

 

Alcoholic 

 

Drunk 

 

 

 

Former addict  

 Person with substance use disorder 

 

 Person with opioid use disorder (OUD) 

or person with opioid addiction [when 

substance in use is opioids] 

 

 Patient 

 

 Person with alcohol use disorder 

  

 Person who misuses alcohol/engages 

in unhealthy/hazardous alcohol use 

 

 

Person-first language 

 

The change shows that a person 

“has” a problem rather than “is” 

the problem. 

 

The terms avoid eliciting negative 

associations, punitive attitudes, 

and individual blame. 



 

 

Reformed addict 

 

 

 Person in recovery or long-term 

recovery 

 

 Person who previously used drugs 

Habit 

 

 

 

Substance use disorder 

 

Drug addiction 

Inaccurately implies that a 

person is choosing to use 

substances or can choose to stop. 

 

“Habit” may undermine the 

seriousness of the disease. 

Abuse 

 

 

 

For illicit drugs: 

 Use 

 

For prescription medications:  

 Misuse 

 Used other than prescribed 

The term “abuse” was found 

to have a high association with 

negative judgments and 

punishment. 

 

Legitimate use of prescription 

medications is limited to their 

use as prescribed by the 

person to whom they are 

prescribed. Consumption 

outside these parameters is 

misuse. 



 

Opioid substitution 

replacement 

therapy 

 

 

 

 

Medication-assisted 

treatment (MAT) 

 

 

Opioid agonist therapy 

 

Medication treatment for OUD 

 

Pharmacotherapy 

 

 

Medication for a substance use disorder 

 

Medication for opioid use disorder 

(MOUD) 

It is a misconception that 

medications merely 

“substitute” one drug or “one 

addiction” for another. 

 

 

The term MAT implies that 

medication should have a 

supplemental or temporary 

role in treatment. Using 

MOUD aligns with the way 

other psychiatric medications 

are understood (e.g., 

antidepressants, 

antipsychotics), as critical 

tools that are central to a 

patient's treatment plan.  

Clean 

 

 

 

For toxicology screen results: 

 

 Testing negative 

 

For non-toxicology purposes: 

Use clinically accurate, non- 

stigmatizing terminology the 

same way it would be used for 

other medical conditions. 

 



 

 

 Being in remission or recovery 

 

 Abstinent from drugs 

 

 Not drinking or taking drugs 

 

 Not currently or actively using 

drugs 

 

Set an example with your own 

language when treating 

patients who might use 

stigmatizing slang. 

 

Use of such terms may evoke 

negative and punitive implicit 

cognitions. 

Dirty 

 

 

For toxicology screen results: 

 

 Testing positive 

 

For non-toxicology purposes: 

 

 Person who uses drugs 

Use clinically accurate, non- 

stigmatizing terminology the 

same way it would be used for 

other medical conditions. 

 

May decrease patients’ sense of 

hope and self- efficacy for 

change. 

Addicted baby 

 

Baby born to mother who used drugs 

while pregnant 

 

Baby with signs of withdrawal from 

prenatal drug exposure 

Babies cannot be born with 

addiction because addiction is a 

behavioral disorder - they are 

simply born manifesting a 

withdrawal syndrome. 



 

 

Baby with neonatal opioid withdrawal/ 

neonatal abstinence syndrome 

 

Newborn exposed to substances 

 

Use clinically accurate, non- 

stigmatizing terminology the 

same way it would be used for 

other medical conditions. 

 

Using person-first language can 

reduce stigma. 
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Table 2 1234 

Instruments and Tools Used for Holistic Information Gathering 1235 

Pain 

Brief Pain Inventory (Cleeland & Ryan, 1994)  

Department of Defense/VA Pain Rating Scale (CVPRS) (Buckenmaier, Galloway, Polomano, McDuffie, Kwon, Gallagher, 2013) 

Functional Pain Scale (Arnstein, Gentile, Wilson, 2019 [hospitalized populations]; Gloth, Scheve, Stober, Chow, Prosser, 2001 [older adult populations]) 

McGill Pain Questionnaire [short form] (Melzack, 1987) 

PROMIS Pain Interference Measure (Amtmann et al., 2010) 

Spirituality 

Spiritual Well-being Index (Fisher & Ng, 2017)  

Anxiety  

Generalized Anxiety Disorder Screener (GAD-7) (Spitzer et al., 2006) 

Depression 

Beck Depression Inventory (primary care version) (for children and adolescents)(Siu, 2016). 

Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) (Cox et al., 1987) 

Geriatric Depression Scale (Yesavage et al., 1983) 

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scales (Zigmond & Snaith, 1983) 

Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ)-2 (Löwe et al., 2005) 

Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ)-9 (Kroenke et al., 2001) 

PHQ-2 for Adolescents (Richardson et al., 2010) 

Suicide 

Ask Suicide-Screening Questions (ASQ) Toolkit (National Institute of Mental Health, 2021) 

Rocky Mountain Mental Illness Research, Education, and Clinical Center (MIRECC) Therapeutic Risk Management Risk Stratification Table (USDVA, 2021a)  

Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale (Posner, 2011) 

Suicide Assessment Five-Step Evaluation and Triage (SAMHSA, 2009) 

Screening for SUD 

Alcohol Use Disorders Inventory Test (AUDIT) (Bohn et al., 1995) 

BRI (Brief Risk Interview) (Jones et al., 2014) 

CRAFFT 2.1 (adolescent substance use) (Knight et al., 1999) 

ORT-OUD (Opioid Risk Tool for OUD) (Cheatle et al., 2019) 

PRO (Prenatal Risk Overview)  (USPSTF, 2020; Harrison et al., 2012) 

SOAPP-R® (Screener and Opioid Assessment for Patients with Pain) (Butler et al., 2004) 

Tools for monitoring opioid use 

ABC (Addiction Behaviors Checklist) (Wu et al., 2006) 



 

COMM™ (Current Opioid Misuse Measure) (Butler et al., 2007) 

PDUQ (Prescription Drug Use Questionnaire) (Compton et al., 1998) and self-report version PDUQp (Compton, et al., 2008) 

PMQ (Pain Medicine Questionnaire) (Adams et al., 2004) 

POAC (Prescription Opioid Abuse Checklist) (Chabal et al., 1997) 

Tool for assessing for substance withdrawal 

Adjective Rating Scale for Withdrawal (ARSW) (Bickel et al., 1988) 

Clinical Institute Withdrawal Assessment for Alcohol-Revised (CIWA-Ar) (Sullivan et al., 1989) 

Clinical Opioid Withdrawal Scales COWS (Wesson & Ling, 2003) 

Modified Finnegan Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome Tool – Short Form (Maguire et al., 2013) 

Withdrawal Assessment Tool-1 WAT-1 (Franck et al., 2008) 

Diagnosing substance use disorder (adapted from American Psychiatric Association DSM-5) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013 

A problematic pattern of substance use leading to clinically significant impairment or distress, manifested by at least 2 of the following in a 12-month period: 

1. Taken in larger amounts or over a longer period than intended 

2. Persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to but down or control use 

3. Great deal of time spent obtaining, using, or recovering from effects 

4. Craving, or strong desire or urge to use the substance 

5. Recurrent use resulting in failure to fulfill major role obligations 

6. Continued use despite related personal or interpersonal problems 

7. Important activities given up or reduced because of use 

8. Recurrent use in situations in which it is physically hazardous 

9. Continued use despite related physiological or psychological problems 

10. Tolerance* 

11. Withdrawal* 

*These criteria not considered to be met for those individuals taking opioids solely under appropriate medical supervision.  

Severity:  Mild (2-3 symptoms); Moderate (4-5 symptoms); Severe (6 or more symptoms). 

Early remission: Criteria no longer met > 3 months and < 12 months, except possible craving. 

Sustained remission: Criteria no longer met > 12 months, except possible craving. 
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Table 3 1237 

Differences between DSM-IV-Text Revision and DSM-5 criteria (APA, 2000; APA, 2013). 1238 

 DSM-IV-TR DSM-5 

Diagnosis Substance Abuse 

Substance Dependence 

Substance Use Disorder 

Mild 

Moderate 

Severe 

Changes in Criteria Recurrent substance-

related legal problems 

Not included in DSM-5 

Tolerance Does not apply to persons on prescribed opioid 

therapy as these neuroadaptations can occur in the 

absence of SUD 

Physical dependence Does not apply to persons on prescribed opioid 

therapy as these neuroadaptations can occur in the 

absence of SUD 

Craving, or a strong 

desire or urge to use a 

particular substance 

Added in DSM-5: 

With no other symptoms, the phenomenon of 

craving does not disqualify an individual from 

otherwise meeting conditions for early remission 

(no other criteria met for at least 3 months, but less 

than 12 months) or sustained remission (no other 

criteria met for a period of 12 months or longer) 

  1239 



Table 4 1240 

Medications used to treat OUD in the setting of persistent pain 1241 

Medication Action Usual Doses How obtained Comments 

Methadone Full mu-

opioid 

agonist – 

can reduce 

craving for 

24 hours 

60-120 mg PO once daily

(may be higher or lower 

Administered 

through a federal 

licensed Opioid 

Treatment 

Program  

Daily observed 

dosing 

May graduate to 

take-home doses 

Provides analgesia 

for 3-12 hrs. 

Many drug/drug 

interactions 

Can cause EKG QTc 

prolongation 

Buprenorphine/ 

naloxone 

Buprenorphine 

(pregnancy) 

Buprenorphine 

implants 

Partial mu-

agonist- 

occupies mu 

receptors 

reduces 

craving 

8-24 mg sublingual or

buccal daily 

320 mg implant q6mo (i.e. 

4 rods each containing 80 

mg) 

100- 300 mg monthly

Prescribed by 

physicians, nurse 

practitioners and 

physician 

assistants in 

ambulatory office 

setting who have 

additional 

training and DEA 

waiver (starts 

with ‘X’) 

May provide 

analgesia if given in 

split doses (every 8 

or 12 hours) 

Less risk for 

respiratory 

depression (unless 

administered with 

CNS depressing 

medications) 



Buprenorphine  

(Sublocade ®) 

injection 

Less drug/drug 

interactions than 

methadone 

Implants can be 

removed prior to 

six months 

Naltrexone (oral) 

Monthly injection 

(Vivitrol ®) 

Full mu-

receptor 

antagonist 

50 mg orally daily 

Three times weekly, e.g. 

Monday 100 mg, 

Wednesday 100 mg, 

Friday 150 mg  

380 mg monthly 

intramuscular depot 

injection 

May be 

prescribed by 

anyone licensed 

to prescribe 

medications. 

Injection 

administered by 

any clinician who 

is prescriber 

Also used for 

Alcohol Use 

Disorder 

Will block the 

effects of opioids 

Used with permission St. Marie, B & Broglio, K. (2020). Managing pain in the setting of opioid use disorder. 1242 

Pain Management Nursing, 21, 26-34.  1243 



 

Figure 1 1244 

Components of Treatment Plans 1245 

While there is no single agreed-upon standard, there are common elements for mutually agreed upon 1246 
treatment plans. These are known by various names (e.g., controlled substance agreements; pain 1247 
agreements; opioid therapy agreements; and prescriber patient agreements; pain contracts [term 1248 
“contract” is highly discouraged as treatment plans are not legal contracts and may convey a punitive 1249 
approach]) 1250 

1. Purpose statement 1251 
a) Aid communication between patient and the prescriber about the benefits, risks, and 1252 

limitations of opioid/controlled medicines  1253 
b) Guide decisions regarding medications and treatments 1254 
c) Ensure appropriate and safe use of medications 1255 

2. Patients’ roles/responsibilities 1256 
a) Prescribed opioids/controlled substances: 1257 

i. Use only as directed; call prescriber if inadequate pain relief; do not self-adjust dose  1258 
ii. Use single prescriber and single pharmacy 1259 

iii. No use of un-prescribed/illicit substances 1260 
iv. No sharing of prescribed substances 1261 
v. Safe storage and disposal of prescriptions as directed  1262 

vi. Policy for lost prescriptions, regular or early refills, consequences for treatment 1263 
agreeement violations 1264 

b) Agreement to: 1265 
i. Follow agreed up pain management interventions 1266 
ii. Keep appointments  or follow cancellation policy        1267 
iii. Urine drug testing 1268 
iv. Pill counts whenever requested 1269 
v. Obtaining and sharing health-related information with other clinicians 1270 
vi. Follow through with referrals 1271 
vii. Follow weaning protocols when needed 1272 

3. Clinicians’ roles/responsibilities 1273 
a) Schedule consistent follow-up appointments, insure adequate refills if clinician cancels  1274 
b) Answer calls/messages within agreed upon timeframe 1275 
c) Discuss treatment goals for safe and effective pain control, and progress or lack of progress 1276 
d) Refer to other healthcare clinicians as needed, including psychiatry and substance abuse 1277 

treatment clinicians if needed 1278 
e) Work with insurance providers to advocate for necessary medications/treatments 1279 

4. Clinicians’ & patients’ (or guardian) signatures and dates 1280 
  1281 



Figure 2 1282 

Opioid Risk Tool for OUD (ORT-OUD) 1283 

This tool should be administered to patients upon an initial visit prior to beginning or continuing opioid 1284 
therapy for pain management. A score of 2 or lower indicates low risk for future opioid use disorder; a 1285 
score of >= 3 indicates high risk for opioid use disorder.  1286 

Mark each box that applies YES NO 1287 

1288 

Family history of substance abuse 1289 

Alcohol  1 0 1290 

Illegal drugs 1 0 1291 

Rx drugs 1 0 1292 

Personal history of substance abuse 1293 

Alcohol   1 0 1294 

Illegal drugs 1 0 1295 

Rx drugs 1 0 1296 

Age between 16-45 years 1 0 1297 

Psychological disease 1298 

ADD, OCD, bipolar, schizophrenia 1 0 1299 

Depression 1 0 1300 

Scoring totals 1301 

Used with permission. Cheatle, M. Compton, P.A., Dhingra, L., Wasser, R., O’Brien, C. (2019). 1302 
Development of the Revised Opioid Risk Tool to Predict Opioid Use Disorder in Patients with Chronic 1303 
Non-Malignant Pain. Journal of Pain, 20(7), 842-851. Doi: 10.1016/j.jpain.2019.01.011. 1304 

1305 



Figure 3 1306 
Resources for Testing and Monitoring Urine Toxicology 1307 

National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) Drug Screening Tool (NIDA, 2020b): Screens for alcohol and 1308 
drugs before initiating opioid therapy in general medical settings. 1309 

Moeller, K.E., Kissack, J.C., Atayee, R.S., Lee, K.C. (2017): Provides useful tool for interpreting urine drug 1310 
test results and apply to appropriate decision making processes. Mayo Foundation Education and 1311 
Research. 1312 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Urine Drug Testing Fact Sheet (2018): Recommends (a) 1313 
types of urine drug tests, (b) when to test, (c) points to discuss with patient regarding testing, and (d) 1314 
actions after testing.  1315 

Kale, N. (2019). Urine drug tests: immunoassays qualitative testing for initial screening, common 1316 
medications causing false-positive results. American Family Physicians.  1317 

American Society of Addiction Medicine: Presents multiple resources regarding urine testing and 1318 
monitoring (ASAM, 2021).  1319 

1320 



 

Figure 4 1321 
MOUD for Those at Risk for, or Experiencing, Acute Pain Episodes 1322 

Goal: Provide adequate pain treatment, including with µ-opioid agonists, while lowering the risk of relapse for patients 1323 
with acute pain on MOUD therapies.  1324 
For all patients receiving MOUD: consider regional anesthesia, maximize non-opioids, use immediate-release opioids, 1325 
and recognize higher doses of opioids may be needed when compared to opioid-naïve patients (ASAM, 2020; Dowell et 1326 
al., 2016; Goel et al., 2019 Mehta et al., 2020; Sen et al., 2016; Wenzel et al., 2016). Consultation with a specialist(s) with 1327 
expertise in management of pain and MOUD is strongly recommended. 1328 
Buprenorphine 1329 
These recommendations apply to buprenorphine prescribed for MOUD (mg dose) versus mcg dose products prescribed for 1330 
pain (special waiver not needed). Current evidence suggests no advantage and even potential harm to discontinuing 1331 
buprenorphine prior to planned surgery/with acute pain (Goel et al., 2019; Mehta et al., 2020).  1332 

1. Continue buprenorphine (consider reduced doses) during the surgical intervention or acute pain crisis (Compton, 1333 
2019; Quaye & Zhang, 2019, Mehta et al., 2020; Warner et al., 2020). While there is no accepted standard, 1334 
preoperative dose reduction may be guided by available data on opioid receptor availability (Kohan et al., 2021).  1335 

2. Consider dividing total daily dose into every 8 to 12 hour dosing for enhanced analgesic effect (ASAM, 2020) 1336 
3. Consider rotation to methadone with additional daily doses of a full µ-agonist opioid if pain not well controlled 1337 

(ASAM, 2020). 1338 
4. Restart buprenorphine if discontinued during an acute pain event, before inpatient discharge to prevent risk of 1339 

relapse (Warner et al., 2020).  1340 
5. Consider resuming full home dose at time of discharge if buprenorphine dose has been lowered during acute pain 1341 

event,  1342 
6. Coordinate with the clinician prescribing buprenorphine when a µ-opioid analgesic is required after the 1343 

hospitalization period (Anderson et al., 2017). 1344 
Methadone 1345 
Methadone given once daily will reduce cravings but does not provide 24-hour analgesia. While there is little evidence 1346 
regarding effective management of acute pain in individuals on methadone therapy, the following recommendations may 1347 
be considered. 1348 

1. Continue verified daily methadone dose during  hospitalization (ASAM, 2020; Compton, 2019) 1349 
a) Use intravenous methadone equivalents if NPO. 1350 
b) Hold only if patient has hemodynamic instability or increased sedation. 1351 

2. When methadone dose cannot be verified use no more than 40 mg daily (ASAM, 2020). 1352 
3. To enhance analgesic effect consider: 1353 

a. Dividing the total daily oral methadone dose into every 4 to 8 hour dosing 1354 
b. Administering via continuous infusion (Compton, 2019; Taveros & Chuang, 2017) 1355 
c. Consider additional “extra doses” of methadone if benefits outweigh risks. (Eilender et al., 2016; 1356 

Taveros & Chuang, 2017, ASAM 2020). 1357 
4. Communicate with treatment program if methadone dose is changed during hospitalization or if there is a plan to 1358 

prescribe additional opioid analgesics post-discharge (Sen et al., 2016). 1359 
Naltrexone 1360 
There is little evidence in how to manage acute pain in patients on naltrexone therapy. Naltrexone is a potent opioid 1361 
antagonist creating a receptor blockade, rendering opioid analgesics ineffective in its presence. 1362 

1. Discontinue oral naltrexone 72 hours prior to elective surgery 1363 
2. Discontinue the monthly depot injection (e.g. Vivitrol®), one month prior to elective surgery (ASAM, 2020; 1364 

USDHHS, 2018).  1365 
3. In the event of trauma or an acute pain event, competitive blockade of naltrexone may be overcome with opioid 1366 

agonists, but the required doses may be 10–20 times the usual doses by weight (Bryson, 2014). This can be 1367 
hazardous as naltrexone separates from the opioid receptor and subsequent receptor super-sensitivity puts the 1368 
patient at risk for opioid toxicity or over-dose (USDHHS, 2018). 1369 
a) Ensure close monitoring 1370 
b) Have naloxone readily available naloxone  1371 

5. Avoid hepatotoxic medications such as acetaminophen and monitor liver function (USFDA, 2021a). 1372 
6. Consult with MOUD clinician regarding resumption of naltrexone prior to hospital discharge or for best treatment 1373 

alternative to naltrexone if µ-opioids become a necessary part of pain management plan (ASAM, 2020). 1374 



Appendix 1375 

Additional Resources 1376 

Screening Tools 1377 

Anxiety and Depression Association of America (2021). ADAA Screening tools for patient self-screening 1378 

and for professionals. https://adaa.org/ 1379 

National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA). (2021b). Screening and Assessment Tools Chart. 1380 

https://www.drugabuse.gov/nidamed-medical-health-professionals/screening-tools-1381 

resources/chart-screening-tools 1382 

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA; 2009). SAFE-T Pocket Card: 1383 

Suicide Assessment Five-Step Evaluation and Triage for Clinicians.   1384 

https://store.samhsa.gov/product/SAFE-T-Pocket-Card-Suicide-Assessment-Five-Step-1385 

Evaluation-and-Triage-for-Clinicians/sma09-4432 1386 

Harm Reduction 1387 

U.S. Food & Drug Administration (USFDA) (2020, October 01). Disposal of unused medicines: What you 1388 

should know. Access from https://www.fda.gov/drugs/safe-disposal-medicines/disposal-1389 

unused-medicines-what-you-should-know  1390 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2020d). Up and away campaign: Put your medicines up and 1391 

away and out of sight. Access from 1392 

https://www.cdc.gov/medicationsafety/protect/campaign.html 1393 

Dave Purchase Project (2021). Pioneering harm-reduction strategies since 1988. Access from 1394 

https://www.davepurchaseproject.org/about-us 1395 

National Harm Reduction Coalition (2021). Building power and equity with people who use drugs. Access 1396 

from  https://harmreduction.org 1397 

Stigma 1398 

https://www.fda.gov/drugs/safe-disposal-medicines/disposal-unused-medicines-what-you-should-know
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/safe-disposal-medicines/disposal-unused-medicines-what-you-should-know
https://www.cdc.gov/medicationsafety/protect/campaign.html
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National Institute on Drug Abuse. (2020c). Addressing the stigma that surrounds addiction. 1399 

https://www.drugabuse.gov/about-nida/noras-blog/2020/04/addressing-stigma-surrounds-1400 

addiction 1401 

Tapering and Managing Opioid Withdrawal 1402 

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (2016). Opioid Taper DecisionTool. 1403 

https://www.pbm.va.gov/AcademicDetailingService/Documents/Pain_Opioid_Taper_Tool_IB_10_91404 

39_P96820.pdf  1405 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (USDHHS) Guide for Clinicians on the Appropriate 1406 

Dosage Reduction or Discontinuation of Long-Term Opioid Analgesics (USDHHS, 2019b). 1407 

Nursing Practice 1408 

American Society for Pain Management Nursing (2016). Pain Management Nursing: Scope and 1409 
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Nursing. https://www.nursingworld.org/~4adde8/globalassets/catalog/book-toc/pain-mgmt-1411 

nursing-scp-stds-2e_toc.pdf  1412 

Prescribing Opioids 1413 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2021a). Clinical Tools for Primary Care Providers 1414 

https://www.cdc.gov/opioids/providers/prescribing/clinical-tools.html  1415 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2021b). Opioid Prescribing Guideline Resources 1416 

https://www.cdc.gov/opioids/providers/prescribing/index.html 1417 
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